Pedagogy - Urgent Need to
Change!
We know that each student is unique and
likes to learn in a way which aligns with his
personality. Yet for years we have been
thrusting pedagogy on our hapless children
without consideration and sensitivity.
No wonder, despite the best curriculum
design, teaching infrastructure, ambience,
money and resources, all students don’t
derive the same benefit. In fact most
students are left exhausted and frustrated
after their academic pursuits and become
averse to learning.

Teacher to Master
A transformational
program for teachers!
This program is designed to help teachers learn key
psychological aspects in teaching, guiding, coaching,
and mentoring your students.
It aims to help you transform and grow your students
into more confident, self-assured, self-determined
and conscientious individuals.

A journey which gives meaning to your life!

Teachers’ students like
We all had our favorite teachers. Did you
ever ponder, what made you to like them?
Simple, they appealed to your way of
learning, connected with you beyond
pedagogy and were sensitive and respectful
of who you were as a personality. They gave
you the space to find your way, just being
their all the time to support you in your
journey. Never imposing their ideas, never
judging, ever patient, always listening and
more importantly playing together to make
the journey enjoyable.

Be a Master!
A master leaves a deep impact on students.
He doesn’t use discipline as an approach
but aims to make his students ‘disciples’.
There is a difference. You can become one
as well!
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Teacher to Master Program
This program will help you transform your style
from just being a teacher to a master.

Content





5 Factors and 30 Facets that
make up a student’s
personality!
It’s your nature Vs. their nature!



Understand your teacher personality!
How your ‘nature’ influences teaching
styles?
Learn about the use of 5 factors and 30
facets to profile your students and get to
their nature!
How student profile manifests into
understanding their orientation on 8
dimensions.
o Learning, emotions, defense
mechanism, anger response,
impulsivity, interests, interpersonal
styles, actions, attitudes, and
character
Skills to transform from teacher to Master

In order for you to relate to your students at
the deepest level, you need to understand
their personality infrastructure.

“A teacher tells and
explains, whereas a
MASTER Inspires!”

Master toolkit
The tools provided for you in this program is a
result of over 30 years of research and packs
the power of impacting over 450,000 through
personal transformation programs.
You will be get:


A comprehensive assessment report of
your teacher personality / styles
Workbook / worksheets for practice
Personal 1:1 consultation (2 hrs.)
Online support for guidance and support

You need to know, deep down what they are
made of – their nature and how, that
influences all their interactions with the
universe in which they are in.





Understanding student personality is like
having in your possession an “user manual”
for the most complex being in the world – the
human personality.

Duration

Using this manual you can learn and become
highly skilled in guiding your students life
engine, towards greater meaning and
SUCCESS!

24 hrs. (min. 2hr / session) delivered online
and not more than 8 weeks. Customizable
for schools/groups.
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